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Abstract: Fast and high-accuracy detection of underwater targets based on side scan sonar images has
great potential for marine fisheries, underwater security, marine mapping, underwater engineering
and other applications. The following problems, however, must be addressed when using low-
resolution side scan sonar images for underwater target detection: (1) the detection performance is
limited due to the restriction on the input of multi-scale images; (2) the widely used deep learning
algorithms have a low detection effect due to their complex convolution layer structures; (3) the
detection performance is limited due to insufficient model complexity in training process; and (4) the
number of samples is not enough because of the bad dataset preprocessing methods. To solve these
problems, an improved neural network for underwater target detection—which is based on side scan
sonar images and fully utilizes spatial pyramid pooling and online dataset preprocessing based on
the You Look Only Once version three (YOLO V3) algorithm—is proposed. The methodology of the
proposed approach is as follows: (1) the AlexNet, GoogleNet, VGGNet and the ResNet networks
and an adopted YOLO V3 algorithm were the backbone networks. The structure of the YOLO V3
model is more mature and compact and has higher target detection accuracy and better detection
efficiency than the other models; (2) spatial pyramid pooling was added at the end of the convolution
layer to improve detection performance. Spatial pyramid pooling breaks the scale restrictions when
inputting images to improve feature extraction because spatial pyramid pooling enables the backbone
network to learn faster at high accuracy; and (3) online dataset preprocessing based on YOLO V3
with spatial pyramid pooling increases the number of samples and improves the complexity of the
model to further improve detection process performance. Three-side scan imagery datasets were
used for training and were tested in experiments. The quantitative evaluation using Accuracy, Recall,
Precision, mAP and F1-Score metrics indicates that: for the AlexNet, GoogleNet, VGGNet and ResNet
algorithms, when spatial pyramid pooling is added to their backbone networks, the average detection
accuracy of the three sets of data was improved by 2%, 4%, 2% and 2%, respectively, as compared to
their original formulations. Compared with the original YOLO V3 model, the proposed ODP+YOLO
V3+SPP underwater target detection algorithm model has improved detection performance through
the mAP qualitative evaluation index has increased by 6%, the Precision qualitative evaluation index
has increased by 13%, and the detection efficiency has increased by 9.34%. These demonstrate that
adding spatial pyramid pooling and online dataset preprocessing can improve the target detection
accuracy of these commonly used algorithms. The proposed, improved neural network with spatial
pyramid pooling and online dataset preprocessing based on the YOLO V3 method achieves the
highest scores for underwater target detection results for sunken ships, fish flocks and seafloor
topography, with mAP scores of 98%, 91% and 96% for the above three kinds of datasets, respectively.
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1. Introduction

In the field of underwater target detection, there are many cases of effective object
detection and recognition. For example, balancing learning (BL) for high-quality Synthetic
Aperture Radar (SAR) ship detection [1], two-stage faster region-based convolutional
neural network [2], novel quad feature pyramid network [3] and hybrid task cascade plus
(HTC+) for SAR ship instance segmentation [4] have been applied in the synthetic aperture
radar learning approach for target detection and recognition from remote sensing images.
Taken together, these experimental results demonstrate improvements in the recognition
and the detection of underwater targets when utilizing a high-speed focusing algorithm for
circular synthetic aperture radar [5], high-speed and high-accurate detector (H2Det) with
SAR images [6], HyperLi-Net for high-accuracy and high-speed SAR ship detection [7].
Exploiting a balance scene learning mechanism for offshore and inshore target detection [8]
improves detection accuracy and efficiency.

In the underwater target detection field, side scan sonar has been widely used in
marine research [9], seabed terrain classification [10] and oceanographic surveys [11]
because it can acquire a large number of images within the sonar measurement range [12],
which is also a classification of detection capability of side-scan sonar and the need for the
coverage of a specified sweeping area [13]. But with the processing of the side-scan sonar
datasets, the traditional method is cumbersome and inefficient; it does not work very well.
The traditional machine learning method is cumbersome and inefficient, cannot completely
realize high-accuracy end-to-end target detection and is limited by the structure of the
models influencing the detection time [14]. At present, the application of deep learning
methods in many fields has achieved excellent results and, in recent years, has also been
successful [15].

At present, the methods of target detection in side scan sonar images can be classified
as contour extraction and image segmentation methods. Wang et al. [16] used a particle
swarm optimization algorithm to improve the threshold segmentation method to segment
the vector and improve the accuracy and efficiency of underwater target segmentation.
Gong et al. [17] combined the fast fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm (SCFFCM) with
MRF to effectively improve the ability of noise suppression in sonar image segmentation.
Dzieciuch et al. [18] reported on the preliminary methods and results of applying a non-
linear classification method, convolutional neural networks (CNN) to mine detection
in noisy sonar imagery. Rhinelander et al. [19] adopted extra feature extraction, and
data engineering can result in better classification performance compared to parameter
optimization alone for target classification with side scan sonar. Song et al. [20] proposed
using deep CNN to segment images of side scan sonar into three parts: highlight areas with
objects, regions of shadow and sea-bottom reverberation areas. Zhu et al. [21] proposed
and tested an approach on a set of sonar images obtained by a UUV equipped with side
scan sonar. Automatic target detection was achieved through the use of matched filters,
while target classification is achieved with the trained SVM classifier based on features
extracted by the CNN. Einsidler et al. [22] demonstrated the application of deep learning
for ATR in side scan sonar imagery; in particular, supervised-learning Region-based CNN
(R-CNN), for detecting objects in sonar images. Kim et al. [23] proposed a convolutional
neural network algorithm based on Faster R-CNN (Region based Convolutional Neural
Networks) learning based on the region of interest in which the details of the neural network
are self-organized to fit the data. Wu et al. [24] proposed a novel Convolutional neural
network with an Efficient Convolutional Network (ECNet) architecture to implement
semantic segmentation of side scan sonar images. Wang et al. [25] proposed a real-time
semantic segmentation network RT-Seg for side scan sonar images. Yu et al. [26] employed
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the R2CNN module to obtain accurate sonar image features, which reduces errors and
improves accuracy. Additionally, a self-guidance module was introduced to ensure the
network’s stability and to optimize the segmentation results. Wang et al. [27] proposed an
underwater object detection method based on the YOLO V3 network, demonstrating that
the YOLO V3 network is an effective way to improve the accuracy of underwater object
detection. Li et al. [28] studied the problems of low accuracy, low efficiency and low missed
detection rate in sonar image target detection. The You Only Look Once version 3 (YOLO
V3) model is used to perform one-time neural network processing on side scan sonar
images applied to sonar image detection in this paper. Jin et al. [29] proposed inputting
sonar images directly into the improved convolutional neural network (CNN) for seabed
sediment classification without extracting image features.

As demonstrated by this research, deep learning has been widely used in side scan
sonar image detection. However, deep learning networks cannot be applied to different
resolutions and different scales, while the sample input scales and scales of the network
processing create inconsistency issues because of the limited inputting scales of the images.
The usual approach is to compress, expand or crop the images [30], but this will ultimately
limit the accuracy of object detection because of the loss of image information [31] and add
distortion to the entire image [32]. Some methods of side scan sonar image target detection
and some conventional neural networks, such as Alexnet, GoogleNet, ResNet, etc. have
low accuracy [33] and add complexity to network structures in the process of side scan
sonar image processing [34].

Because of limiting the scales of the input images and classical target detection meth-
ods, some strategies and solutions that we can adopt in typical target detection based on
side scan sonar images are as follows: (1) For the problem that the existing network is
difficult to apply to different resolutions and different scales, and the inconsistency between
the sample input scales [35] and the network processing scales. We propose to add an
algorithm to the model to break the limiting of the input scales on the detection process.
Spatial pyramid pooling can use pooling to divide the CNN features into several fixed
sizes [36], which can solve the problems in the process of image detection in a certain extent.
(2) To solve the problem of low accuracy of side scan sonar image detection using some
classical convolutional neural network methods due to the structure of the model, we can
use the YOLO network for further network optimization and improvement. Besides, we
also adopted online dataset preprocessing (ODP) for improving the experimental results
and achieving high detection accuracy.

In this paper, we propose an improved deep learning network based on spatial pyra-
mid pooling and online dataset preprocessing for side scan sonar image object detection to
resolve the multi-scale inputting problem [37]. Our proposed approach uses online dataset
processing, with random flips to increasing the number of samples and enhancing the com-
plexity of the model [38], so as to improve detection accuracy. We use the data expansion
method to preprocess the data [39], thus meeting the pre-data preparation requirements
for image classification. Our approach uses spatial pyramid pooling in which multiple
pools of different sizes with the size of the output feature vector [40] are fixed to realize the
input operations with images of different sizes. The spatial pyramid pooling network is
used for target detection as it can adapt to multi-dimensional inputting [41], automatically
extracting missing input vector features. Spatial pyramid pooling has successfully achieved
accuracy improvements in image target detection as it is added between the feature extrac-
tion module and the fully connected layer [42]. To further address the limited multi-scale
inputting problem, we also adopted the YOLO V3 as this is an output network that uses
multi-scale features for object detection and adjusts the basic network structure to realize
efficient high-accuracy detection performance.

The improvement of the lightweight network algorithm based on YOLO V3 has
had a lot of fruitful research. Yue Li et al. [43] proposed an improved YOLO-SC (YOLO-
Submarine Cable) detection method, based on the YOLO V3 algorithm, to build a testing
environment for submarine cables and to create a submarine cable image dataset. Moran
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Ju et al. [44] proposed a multi-scale target detection algorithm involving the improvement
of YOLO V3 by a mathematical derivation method based on Intersection over Union (IOU).
Xu et al. [45] adopted DenseNet (Densely Connected Network) based on the YOLO V3 in
detecting remote sensing targets to enhance feature extraction capability. What this research
has in common with the above proof applications is the improved YOLO V3 algorithm.
What distinguishes this research from similar applications is that we propose an online
data preprocessing method to increase the amount of data from the data input; thus, the
complexity of the model can be improved, and better experimental results can be obtained.

A large number of systematic experiments indicate that, by adding the spatial pyra-
mid pooling, the evaluation of side scan image target detection with the commonly used
networks can be significantly improved. Three kinds of datasets were used for quantitative
evaluation in the experiments, including the Sunken ship, Fish flock and Seafloor topog-
raphy. The evaluation indicators, [46] including Accuracy, Recall, Precision, and F1 Score,
measured the overall accuracy of the model prediction. These evaluation experiments
assessed the efficiency of the network model as modified in the experiment compared with
the unimproved networks. Based on the spatial pyramid pooling, the YOLO V3 used in this
paper for three kinds of targets shows greater efficiency than AlexNet, GoogleNet, VGGNet
and ResNet neural networks. This result shows that spatial pyramid pooling effectively
deals with the problem of missing data, improves the efficiency of the model and can have
higher detection accuracy.

The results show that the proposed approach effectively realizes higher detection
accuracy. The proposed online dataset preprocessing approach incorporating random flip,
based on the YOLO V3 model with spatial pyramid pooling, increased the number of
samples and enhanced the complexity of the model, thus improving detection accuracy.
This study can provide theoretical and practical value for improved detection when using
side scan sonar images. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the
principle methodology for the paper. Experiment details, including datasets description
and preprocessing, training model process, results and discussion, etc., are shown in
Section 3. Conclusions are drawn in Section 4.

2. Methodology
2.1. Improved Neural Networks with Spatial Pyramid Pooling and Online Datasets Preprocessing
for Underwater Target Detection

As shown in Figure 1, we start with dataset preprocessing. In the experiment, five
kinds of neural network frameworks for target detection were adopted, and then spatial
pyramid pooling was added into the five neural network structures, respectively. Online
dataset preprocessing (ODP) is input to the network that is our proposed target detection
method based on the YOLO V3 algorithm with spatial pyramid pooling and online dataset
preprocessing for side scan sonar underwater images.

Finally, five kinds of neural networks were compared between those with spatial
pyramid pooling added and those without it added to verify the effects of spatial pyramid
pooling; based on spatial pyramid pooling with YOLO V3, the performance was compared
between the online datasets preprocessing being adopted and without it being adopted to
verify the effectiveness of the online datasets preprocessing.

2.2. Datasets Preprocessing

Seafloor conditions are complex and changeable [47], affected by irregular water flow
and light [48], and the imaging quality is spotty. In addition, the characteristics of sonar
images, such as blurred edges and low contrast [49], will eventually cause serious problems,
such as image blurring and color distortion. Therefore, preprocessing should improve the
quality of side scan sonar images, which can make the target contour more prominent.
Preprocessing permits effective identification of observation targets. The preprocessing
scheme of datasets is as follows.
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(1) The expanded datasets

The original dataset consisted of three categories (sunken ship, fish flock and seafloor
topography), each with 50 images and a total of 150 images and with 250 images and a
total of 750 images (Figure 2).

(2) Data Augmentation

The original sample data dataset used in this paper is small, and thus subject to
overfitting [50] in the absence of more training samples. The number of different types of
images in the training set is often not balanced enough [51], leading to bias phenomena [52]
in the trained model representation to effectively train the network. The original dataset
is augmented to improve the detection accuracy and generalization ability of the model.
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By introducing a correlate specifying the directory where the original data is located,
the augmentation method is set to geometrically rotate (to the left or the right) with a
probability of 0.7 to within 25 degrees of geometric rotation. Sampling 250 images, i.e.,
augmentation to 250 images per category, for a total of 750 images (Table 1).
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Table 1. Detailed description of the datasets.

Dataset Class Sunken Ship Fish Flock Seafloor Topography

Image Quantity 250 250 250

(3) Partition the datasets

The newly expanded post-dataset was divided into the training set and the validation
set in a 7:3 ratio, that is, 175 for training and 75 for testing in each category.

(4) YOLO dataset annotation

Image datasets are annotated and stored in a text file with the same name as the image.
Example: 00.50.51.01.0. The first integer represents the object class, with three categories
(0,1,2); the second and third values represent the scale of the object’s central location to
the entire image; the fourth and fifth values represent the scale of the object’s width and
height to the entire image. Since there is only one object in each image, the following four
numbers are the same, except for the first number, which is the category of the object.
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2.3. Using Online Dataset Preprocessing to Improve Target Detection Performance
2.3.1. DataLoader Platform

The DataLoader is a tool in Pytorch for processing model input data [53]. It combines
datasets and samplers by providing single or multi-threading of the object [54] on the
datasets. The goal is to do an initialization of the data [55] and divide the training data
into groups. This function is used in the training model to break up the training data into
groups [56]. During the training process, the DataLoader encapsulates the custom Dataset
into batch-sized tensors according to batch size, shuffle, and so on operation process.

2.3.2. Random Flip

As a kind of data enhancement method, the random flip is adopted, which includes
horizontal and vertical flips according to the actual target [57], and is usually realized
by modifying the configuration file [58]. Random flips will randomly produce numbers
between 0 and 1.

Random flips randomly produce numbers ranking between 0 and 1 (Algorithm 1).
The main effect of horizontal flipping on labels is the x coordinate, that is, x = 1 − x0, labels
[ : , 1] = 1 − labels [ : , 1]. The main effect of vertical flipping on labels is the y coordinate,
which is y = 1 − y0, labels [ : , 2] = 1 − labels [ : , 2].

Algorithm 1: Random Flip Algorithm

Input: All initialized Datasets
Based platform: Dataloader
Output: Updated Random Flip Datasets
Listing 1: Random Flip Process
1: → dataset = create_dataloader
2: →mlc = int(np.concatenate (dataset.labels, 0)[:,0].max()) #max label class
3: → nb = len (train_loader) #number of batches
4: →→ assert mlc < nc Possible class labels are 0-{nc—1}
5: →→ if Rank in [–1,0]:
6: →→→val_loader =create_dataloader
7. →→ if not resume:
8. →→→labels = np.concatenate (datasets.labels, 0)
9. →→→→if plots:
10. →→→→→plot_labels (labels, names, save_dir)
End procedure

2.4. Networks Adopted in the Experiments

The convolution backbone network acts as a feature extractor and is related to accuracy
and speed performance, playing an important role in object detection. Convolution Neural
Networks (CNNs) are a deep learning model widely used in sonar image classification.
CNNs can realize advanced solutions for object detection and classification in the field
of computer vision [59]. The core feature of CNN is the capture of local features and
the automatic acquisition of semantic information at different levels of abstraction [60].
Because of its relatively fast training speed, it has also achieved very good results in image
based target detection and has been widely used. For example, HOG-ShipLSNet [61] for
ship classification, Polarization fusion with geometric feature embedding for SAR ship
classification [62], and there have been many mature experiments. CNN can pool and
map the initial image to extract higher-level semantic information [63] layer by layer. The
specific convolution process is below:

zm
j = f

∑
i∈Tj

km
i.j ∗ zm−1

i + bm
j

 (1)
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where f is the activation function; m is the number of layers; ki,j is filtering; bj is the bias;
∗ is the convolution operation; and Tj represents a collection to store input matrices.

Through years of development, CNNs have gradually achieved remarkable perfor-
mance and accuracy by increasing the number of layers of the neural network; thus, they
have also increased the number of samples for learning and training. In its process, a back-
propagation algorithm feeds back the error into the model layer by layer [64], gradually
training it by forwarding feedback, finally causing the neural network model to converge.

2.4.1. AlexNet

AlexNet is used to input images constrained to a fixed size, randomly truncated into
224 × 224 blocks [65]. Different feature maps are passed to subsequent convolutional
layers [66] after a series of operations. This network uses five convolutional layers as the
base layer and adds another three layers as a fully connected network structure [67], which
acts as a classifier. Through layers of the network, more computing resources are calculated;
the two convolutional layers will communicate with each other; the feature dimension [68]
will be added at the same time; and the calculation amount will be superimposed in
convolutional layers with almost no size limit on images.

2.4.2. GoogleNet

The Google team came up with a web architecture called GoogLeNet [69] for image
detection and classification, based on the Hebbian model, which consists of nine Inception
modules stacked on top of each other [70]. This architecture increases the depth and
width of the network, improves the utilization of the internal computing resources [71]
and constructs the mathematical model of the GoogLeNet network. The success of the
GoogLeNet mainly depends on the Inception module, which can deal with the problems of
over-fitting, large amounts of computation and low accuracy.

2.4.3. VGGNet

VGGNet network structure is simple, regular and efficient. Compared with VGGNet,
AlexNet and GoogleNet replace a 5 × 5 convolutional kernel with two 3 × 3 small convo-
lutional cores [72] and reduce the parameters. The outstanding contribution of VGGNet
is to demonstrate that very small convolutions can be effectively improved by increas-
ing network depth. The VGGNet network structure has a total of 16 layers including
13 convolution layers [73], 5 pooling layers and three full connection layers.

2.4.4. ResNet

When the VGGNet propagates backwards, there will be a loss in the transmission
process, and even a gradient explosion and a gradient disappearance will occur when
the transmission reaches a deeper layer. In 2015, Kaiming He proposed deep residual
networks (ResNet) for target detection and classification, target localization [74] and seg-
mentation [75]. In contrast to VGGNet, ResNet has skip connections between different
layers [76], adding shallow information directly to the convolution layer and jumping some
gradients directly to the shallow layer to mitigate the loss problem.

The deeper the network layer is, the more abundant the features that can be ex-
tracted [77] and the more semantic the image can reflect, but the simple stack will lead to
the disappearance of network gradients [78]. ResNet introduces residual learning to deal
with the problem that the deep learning network is difficult to be optimized. Its essence is
to use the optimal mapping and use the stack nonlinear layer to fit another mapping.

2.4.5. YOLO V3

The classification network is the backbone network, and target detection and image
match the sub-direction of the classification task. From AlexNet to ResNet, the backbone
network is getting better. We add the regression head of the predicted position and the
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estimation of the NMS maximum a series of content and operations [79] to form the model
of YOLO V3.

YOLO is an abbreviation for You Only Look Once. The YOLO versions are in the
process of upgrading iterations. Fast speed is the most outstanding core characteristic of
the YOLO algorithm in its small size [80]. YOLO shows great ability in generalization due
to its generalized features [81] and good performance transferring to others. YOLO has
many lower sampling layers [82], improving the effectiveness of the network because the
target features are not exhaustive. The original YOLO uses global information and reduces
detection errors when using the background as an object. YOLO V2 includes two-stage
training, which adds Anchor with K-means. In YOLO V3, the network adopts FPN [83] for
multi-scale detection.

Inspired by ResNet, YOLO V3 uses Darknet-53 as the backbone feature extraction [84]
network, with better robustness and deeper network layers to increase the number of
convolutional layers; the residual network is used in the convolution layer many times to
make the network more easily converge and to enhance the adaptability of the model to
the complex scene.

2.5. Multi-Scale Inputting Based on the Spatial Pyramid Pooling

In recent years, the study of multi-dimension input based on CNN has been one of
the hot fields in deep learning, and two main classes of multi-dimension object detection
methods have been developed [85]. To detect the multi-feature graph extracted from
different layers of networks independently [86], the graph is fused [87]. To improve the
precision of multi-scale detection, the multi-feature map is fused with the feature map and
receptive fields of different sizes.

Based on the CNN model, the Spatial Pyramid Pooling Network method was proposed
in 2014, which enables the non-fixed input image size to map arbitrary-sized features into
fixed-sized feature vectors [88]; it shows the powerful performance of detecting multi-scale
object fusion.

The process of the Spatial Pyramid Pooling Network is to extract features of different
sizes to effectively utilize global information. If an image is an input, it will be divided
into different sizes, and each block will extract a feature [89]. In max pooling, the value of
the largest block in the image is calculated, and then the corresponding neuron output is
obtained in turn.

The Spatial Pyramid Pooling Network has many pools of different sizes to ensure that
the outputting feature vector size [90] is fixed to achieve the pooling goal. The CNN and its
characteristics greatly limit the input of image size. If the images are processed, it will lead
to image quality shrinkage and information loss [91]. To solve this problem, the Spatial
Pyramid Pooling Network method is added to the CNN.

2.6. Networks with Spatial Pyramid Pooling Adopted Experiments in the Models

Based on the ability of the spatial pyramid pool to break through the restriction of
input size, we add it to the traditional classical algorithms AlexNet, GoogleNet, VGGNet
and ResNet network models, respectively. The effect, however, is restricted by the structure
of the above network models; the detection accuracy has some limitations [92]. Therefore,
we add a spatial pyramid module in YOLO V3 to realize the function of stitching multi-scale
region features. Multi-scale aggregation is used to extract features and to converge the
network in the spatial pyramid pool.

Therefore, we compare YOLO V3 network with other networks vertically, using the
same networks with and without the pyramid pool model, using the qualitative evaluation
by evaluation indicators, to highlight the high performance of the YOLO V3 Model based
on spatial pyramid pooling.
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2.6.1. AlexNet + SPP

Spatial pyramid pooling is a method of combining input images through three pool
modules and convolving different input images to extract the features of each module,
solving the problem of training multiple images after a selective search. Adding Spatial
Pyramid Pooling to AlexNet (Figure 3) eliminates the crop/warp image normalization
process and solves the information loss and storage problems caused by image distortion.
We used Spatial Pyramid Pooling to fix the convolution layer in the process of fine-tuning
the AlexNet network structure (Algorithm 2), replacing the last Pooling layer before the
full connection layer, thus the CNN network can train the role of different sizes of images.
Finally, the original image can be directly sent to the network for training, accelerating the
network to achieve the end-to-end process of object detection.
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Algorithm 2: AlexNet + SPP Algorithm

Input: SPP algorithm input
Based network: AlexNet algorithm
Output: AlexNet + SPP algorithm output
Listing 2: SPP Process
1: → class SPPLayer (nn.Module):
2: → def __init__(self, num_levels, pool_type = ‘max_pool’):
3: →→ super (SPPLayer, self).__init__()
4: →→ self.num_levels = num_levels
5: →→→ self.pool_type = pool_type
End procedure

2.6.2. GoogleNet + SPP

The success of the GoogleNet is largely due to the Inception module, which can be
seen as a stack of Inception modules throughout the GoogLeNet mainframe. The spatial
pyramid algorithm structure in GoogleNet is added after the Inception module (Figure 4).
The Inception Module mainly adds a convolution layer to CNN (Algorithm 3), using ReLU
as the activation function, and its main function is to reduce the dimension of network
features and to reduce a lot of computation without sacrificing the performance of the
network model. The Spatial pyramid pooling structure in GoogleNet is added after the
Inception template.
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Algorithm 3: GoogleNet + SPP Algorithm

Input: SPP algorithm input
Based network: GoogleNet algorithm
Output: GoogleNet + SPP algorithm output
Listing 3: SPP Process
1: → class SPPLayer (nn.Module):
2: → def __init__(self, num_levels, pool_type = ‘max_pool’):
3: →→ super (SPPLayer, self).__init__()
4: →→ self.num_levels = num_levels
5: →→→ self.pool_type = pool_type
End procedure

2.6.3. VGGNet + SPP

VGGNet is compact, uses maximum pooling connections and uses ReLU as the ac-
tivation function between the hidden layers. Therefore, the VGGNet is often used to
extract image features, increase the deep of the convolutional neural network and use
small convolutional cores, which play a great role in the final detection of the network
(Figure 5). We add the spatial pyramid pooling to the last layer (Algorithm 4) of the
VGGNet’s convolution layer.

Figure 5. The model of VGGNet + SPP.

Algorithm 4: VGGNet + SPP Algorithm

Input: SPP algorithm input
Based network: VGGNet algorithm
Output: VGGNet + SPP algorithm output
Listing 4: SPP Process
1: → class SPPLayer (nn.Module):
2: → def __init__(self, num_levels, pool_type = ‘max_pool’):
3: →→ super (SPPLayer, self).__init__()
4: →→ self.num_levels = num_levels
5: →→→ self.pool_type = pool_type
End procedure

2.6.4. ResNet + SPP

The residual module is very important in the deep neural network, which is often
used in the process of modeling. The success of ResNet is that it solves the problem of
network degradation with the help of a residual module, which improves the depth of the
network, gets the feature of stronger expression ability and has higher accuracy (Figure 6).
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The spatial pyramid pooling structure in ResNet is added between ResNet and the
full connection layer (Algorithm 5), and the deep residual network without activating
the normalized layer is designed. The main goal is to achieve different input sizes while
ensuring the fixed-size network, which is now well-optimized and fully utilized. It is
helpful to increase the depth of the network while avoiding gradient disappearance.

Algorithm 5: ResNet + SPP Algorithm

Input: SPP algorithm input
Based network: ResNet algorithm
Output: ResNet + SPP algorithm output
Listing 5: SPP Process
1: → class SPPLayer (nn.Module):
2: → def __init__(self, num_levels, pool_type = ‘max_pool’):
3: →→ super (SPPLayer, self).__init__()
4: →→ self.num_levels = num_levels
5: →→→ self.pool_type = pool_type
6:return solution

2.6.5. YOLO V3 + SPP

YOLO V3 outputs three feature maps of different sizes, from top to bottom, corre-
sponding to the features of the deep layer, middle layer and shallow layer, respectively.
In contrast to the small size and large receptive field of the deep feature map, the shallow
feature map is more convenient for detecting small-scale objects, which is similar to the
FPN structure.

With the addition of a spatial pyramid pooling structure, YOLO V3 can increase
performance with little time consumption (Figure 7). The fusion of local features and global
features is realized by the SPP module, in which the SPP part is added in the first Set block
(Algorithm 6). By maximizing the pool of different receptive fields and finally stitching the
dimensions, the fusion information of different scales can be obtained, thus improving the
performance of the model.

Algorithm 6: YOLO V3 + SPP Algorithm

Input: SPP algorithm input
Based network: YOLO V3 algorithm
Output: YOLO V3 Net + SPP algorithm output
Listing 6: SPP Process
1: → class SPP (nn.Module):
2: → def __init__(self, c1, c2, k = (5, 9, 13)):
3: →→ super ()._init_()
4: →→ self.cv1 = Conv (c1, c_, 1, 1)
5: →→ self.cv2 = Conv (c_ *(len(k) + 1), c2, 1, 1)
6: →→→ self.m = nn.ModuleList ([nn.MaxPool])
End procedure
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2.6.6. Online Dataset Preprocessing with YOLO V3 + SPP

We adopt online dataset preprocessing (ODP) to improve detection performance based
on the DataLoader platform in Section 2.3. The input part of the improved neural network
with spatial pyramid pooling is based on the YOLO V3 method (YOLO V3 + SPP model
with Online Dataset Preprocessing) to form an experimental group (Figure 8). It is used
to compare with the YOLO V3 model with spatial pyramid pooling in Section 2.6.5 to test
the effect of random data flipping before the input part (Algorithm 7) to the impact on the
evaluation of identification.
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Algorithm 7: Online Datasets Preprocessing YOLO V3 + SPP Algorithm

Input: SPP algorithm input
Based network: YOLO V3 algorithm
Output: YOLO V3 Net + SPP algorithm output
Listing 7: SPP Process
1: → class SPP (nn.Module):
2: → def __init__(self, c1, c2, k = (5, 9, 13)):
3: →→ super ()._init_()
4: →→ self.cv1 = Conv (c1, c_, 1, 1)
5: →→ self.cv2 = Conv (c_ *(len(k) + 1), c2, 1, 1)
6: →→→ self.m = nn.ModuleList ([nn.MaxPool])
End procedure

2.6.7. Performance Comparisons

Through the above experiments, we made four groups of comparison, testing the
influence and effect of adding spatial pyramid pooling on four kinds of traditional classical
deep learning network methods and then, through a group of experimental comparison,
testing the effect of spatial pyramid pooling on YOLO V3 deep learning network method.
A set of experiments was carried out to compare the effects of spatial pyramid pooling
on YOLO V3 deep learning network method, to test the effect of on-line preprocessing
adopting random flip on YOLO V3 with high accuracy and high speed, which has been
added to spatial pyramid pooling.

3. Experiments
3.1. Datasets
3.1.1. Datasets Description

To verify the validity of sonar image based target detection by using pyramid pooling
improved convolution neural network, the original raw sample of the dataset used in
this paper comes from 150 sonar images with 50 images in each category collected by
individuals divided into three categories, including sunken ships, fish flocks and seafloor
topography (Figure 2), to form a dataset for the research of the underwater target detection
algorithm. The description of the Dataset is shown in Table 1.

The amount of data is far from sufficient; it is difficult to train the network, and the
network will be overfitting, affecting the accuracy. To efficiently train the network, the
original dataset is processed as follows.

3.1.2. Datasets Preprocessing

Data expansion makes the training data as close as possible to the test data, thus
improving the prediction accuracy. At the same time, the network is forced to learn
more robust features so that the model has stronger generalization ability. After data
expansion, the sample of the training set can be increased, which can effectively alleviate
the over-fitting of the model and also can bring stronger generalization ability to the model.
According to the preprocessing method of Section 2.2, we extend the original dataset and
introduce the correlation package, specify the directory in which the original data resides
and geometrically rotate the original data (to the left or the right) with a probability of 0.7 to
within 25 degrees. The original label of the image should be kept unchanged when the data
expansion operation is carried out, and the data expansion should be carried out without
changing the label; 250 images were added to each category, for a total of 750 images. The
newly expanded post-dataset is divided into a training set and verification set in a 7:3 ratio,
that is, 175 training sets and 75 test sets.
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3.2. Experimental Preparation
3.2.1. Experimental Condition

In this experiment, the training and testing environments were conducted on a Ubuntu
18.04 PC with an Intel® Xeon® CPU, 31.2 GB memory and an NVIDIA-SMI 470.82.00 GPU
with 250.9 GB memory. The procedure was operated on the PyCharm 11.0.13 platform using
python language. The deep learning framework written by PyCharm for the underlying
language has high flexibility and strong code execution ability. Based on this, the following
experiments are designed.

3.2.2. Experiment Model Training

The deep learning framework written by torch for the underlying language has high
flexibility and strong code execution ability. Based on this, the following four sets of
experiments are designed (Figure 9); the learning rate is set to 0.0001; and a total of 60 steps
(epoch) are trained. Firstly, AlexNet, GoogleNet, VGGNet and ResNet neural networks
were used as initialization model group to preprocess three kinds of datasets: sunken ships,
fish flocks and seafloor topography.
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Afterwards, then the spatial pyramid pooling algorithm structure is added to the
above network deep learning training in contrast to the group without the addition of the
spatial pyramid pooling, for proving the effectiveness and reliability of the spatial pyramid
pooling algorithm. The second step is to define some variables required for training and
placeholders for inputting images and to import the prepared dataset into networks. The
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third step is to collect and summarize the data obtained from the experiment, reading
all the pictures in all subfolders under the path, and storing them in a list. Finally, when
loading the data, the data is reordered; the training set and the verification set are loaded in
turn; and the data results are displayed through the samples.

In the experiment of the YOLO model, the datasets are enhanced, and the training
set is labeled and input into the network. Then the model configuration file is constructed
according to the network structure; the configuration file is analyzed through the script;
and the YOLO V3 network is constructed by adding the pyramid pool layer by layer.
YOLO V3 is used to train three kinds of experimental data, and then, based on YOLO V3, a
spatial pyramid pool algorithm is added to construct the network; the spatial pyramid pool
network layer is divided into four branches and sampled by the different maximum pool,
and three parallel pool layers are added to the network layer 75 to 77, the spatial pyramid
structure can achieve the fusion of different scale features, especially for small target
detection, which has a good performance and enhances the ability of feature extraction.
We input the YOLO V3 model with randomly flipped dataset preprocessing online and
compared them to verify the dataset preprocessing effect.

3.3. Evaluation Indicators

In the process of data training, there will be overfitting. To avoid it as much as possible
without adding training samples to make the dataset more complex, performing various
transformations on the original image [81] can greatly improve the numerical amount of
learning and training in the experiment. According to the progress of the experiment, the
model parameters were analyzed and adjusted to improve the detection accuracy of the
model [82].

To compare, analyze and evaluate accurately, the different network models used in the
experiment, their respective detection accuracy, selecting accuracy, precision, recall, mAP
and Time were used as indicators. There are four situations that describe the classification
results. These situations are:

The true positive (TP): positive samples predicted by the model as positive classes;
The true negative (TN): negative samples predicted as negative classes by the model;
The false positive (FP): positive samples predicted as negative classes by the model;
The false negative (FN): negative samples predicted by the model as positive classes.
The accuracy rate is the percentage of the number of samples that predicts and judges

correct data in the model to the total number of data samples. Precision and Recall are
mutually constrained. Their calculations follow:

OA =
(TP + TN)

(TP + TN + FP + FN)
(2)

precision =
TP

TP + FP
(3)

recall =
TP

TP + FN
(4)

mAP =
∑n precision

n
(5)

3.4. Experimental Results

This section presents the analysis of the data results, to verify the improvement effect
of spatial pyramid pooling and to verify the effectiveness of adopting online dataset
preprocessing (ODP) random flip in the field of sonar image based target detection. To
improve the reliability and stability of the experiment, the amount of data in the training
set is much larger than that in the test set, and the size of the training set is more than
twice that of the test set. After 60 iterations and repeated experiments, a comparison of
experimental results is shown in Table 2 for the AlexNet Group, the AlexNet + SPP Group,
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the GoogleNet Group, the GoogleNet +SPP Group, the ResNet Group and ResNet + SPP
Group. This table reports the performance results of eight groups from the number of
iterations from three scenes. In order to display the experimental results efficiently, we
adopted the median accuracy of the verification set of the multi-round model after training
for a more straightforward presentation of the results.

Table 2. The comparison of evaluation indicators on classic network performance.

Networks Testing
Time Used (Mins) Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score

AlexNet 5.10 0.76 0.79 0.74 0.71
AlexNet + SPP 4.27 0.78 0.80 0.73 0.74

GoogleNet 5.81 0.71 0.71 0.82 0.76
GoogleNet + SPP 3.64 0.75 0.75 0.73 0.78

VGGNet 14.34 0.84 0.81 0.97 0.88
VGGNet + SPP 8.25 0.86 0.89 0.86 0.89

ResNet 4.39 0.87 0.89 0.87 0.87
ResNet + SPP 4.18 0.89 0.91 0.86 0.88

In the first experiment comparing (+SPP), our proposed adding SPP method yielded
higher detection accuracy and faster detection efficient performance (Table 2). For example,
In the AlexNet groups, the AlexNet + SPP method shows time used 0.83 min faster than
the AlexNet method; the AlexNet + SPP method shows 2% accuracy higher than the
AlexNet method; the AlexNet + SPP method shows 1% precision higher than the AlexNet
method; the AlexNet + SPP method shows 1% recall lower than the AlexNet method; the
AlexNet + SPP method shows 3% F1-score higher than the AlexNet method, indicating
that adding SPP has a positive influence on improving detection accuracy and detection
efficient performance.

In the second experiment comparison (Table 3), our proposed ODP+YOLO V3+SPP
method yielded the highest detection accuracy and the fastest processing efficiency perfor-
mance. From a comparison with Table 3, the proposed ODP+YOLO V3+SPP outperformed
the other tested networks in the YOLO group comparisons. In the mAP evaluation, the
Online Datasets Preprocessing YOLO V3 + SPP group shows 4% higher than the YOLO
V3 + SPP group; the Online Datasets Preprocessing YOLO V3 + SPP group shows 6%
higher than the YOLO V3 group. In Precision evaluation respect, the Online Datasets
Preprocessing YOLO V3 + SPP group shows 2% higher than the YOLO V3 + SPP group; the
Online Datasets Preprocessing YOLO V3 + SPP group shows 13% higher than the YOLO
V3 group. In Recall evaluation respect, the Online Datasets Preprocessing YOLO V3 + SPP
group shows 5% lower than the YOLO V3 + SPP group; the Online Datasets Preprocessing
YOLO V3 + SPP group shows 3% higher than the YOLO V3 group. In Time used evaluation
respect, the Online Datasets Preprocessing YOLO V3 + SPP group shows 0.02 h faster
than the YOLO V3 + SPP group; the YOLO V3 + SPP group shows 0.08 h faster than the
YOLO V3 group; the Online Datasets Preprocessing YOLO V3 + SPP group shows 0.1 h
faster than the YOLO V3 group, that is to say, the detection efficiency has increased by
9.34%. The above experimental results show that compared with the original YOLO V3
model, the proposed ODP+YOLO V3+SPP underwater target detection algorithm model
has improved detection performance through the mAP qualitative evaluation index has
increased by 6%, the Precision qualitative evaluation index has increased by 13%, and
the detection efficiency has increased by 9.34%. The results also indicate our proposed
ODP+YOLO V3+SPP method has a positive improving effect on detection accuracy and
detection efficiency.
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Table 3. Comparison of evaluation indicators on YOLO Network performance.

Networks Testing Time Used
(Hours) mAP Precision Recall

YOLO V3 1.17 0.89 0.78 0.8
YOLO V3 + SPP 1.09 0.91 0.89 0.88

The proposed ODP + YOLO V3 + SPP 1.07 0.95 0.91 0.83

In Figure 10, we can see that the AlexNet network added to the spatial pyramid
pooling has higher detection accuracy and better detection performance than without the
spatial pyramid pooling. It improves the spatial pyramid pooling showing a positive effect
on the image detection of side scan sonar imagery.
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In the GoogleNet groups (Table 2), the GoogleNet + SPP method shows time used
2.17 mins faster than the GoogleNet method; the GoogleNet + SPP method shows 4%
accuracy higher than the GoogleNet method; the GoogleNet + SPP method shows 4%
precision higher than the GoogleNet method; the GoogleNet + SPP method shows 9% recall
lower than the GoogleNet method; the GoogleNet + SPP method shows 2% F1-score higher
than the AlexNet method.

In Figure 11, we can see that the GoogleNet network added to the spatial pyramid
pooling has higher detection accuracy and better detection performance than without
adding spatial pyramid pooling. It improves the spatial pyramid pooling showing a
positive effect on the image detection of side scan sonar imagery.
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In the VGGNet groups (Table 2), the VGGNet + SPP method shows time used 6.09 mins
faster than the VGGNet method; the VGGNet + SPP method shows 2% accuracy higher
than the VGGNet method; the VGGNet + SPP method shows 8% precision higher than the
VGGNet method; the VGGNet + SPP method shows 11% recall lower than the VGGNet
method; the VGGNet + SPP method shows 1% F1-score higher than the VGGNet method.
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In Figure 12, we can see that the VGGNet network added to the spatial pyramid
pooling has higher detection accuracy and better detection performance than without the
spatial pyramid pooling. It improves the spatial pyramid pooling, showing a positive effect
on the image detection of side scan sonar imagery.
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Above all, the experimental results show that: for AlexNet, GoogleNet, VGGNet,
ResNet algorithms, after spatial pyramid pooling is added to their backbone networks in
this paper, the average detection accuracy of the three sets of data is increased by 2%, 4%,
2% and 2%, respectively, comparing with the original algorithm. This proves that adding
spatial pyramid pooling can improve the target detection accuracy of these commonly
used algorithms.

In Figure 14, we can see that the YOLO V3 network added to the spatial pyramid pool-
ing (YOLO V3 + SPP) has higher detection accuracy and better detection performance than
without the spatial pyramid pooling. Besides, our proposed improved neural networks
with spatial pyramid pooling and online datasets preprocessing (ODP + YOLO V3 + SPP)
show the best detection performance in the figure. It improves the spatial pyramid pool-
ing and online datasets preprocessing, showing a positive influence on the image detec-
tion of side scan sonar imagery. The detection accuracy has been improved through our
proposed method.
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In Table 4 the evaluation indicators for three kinds of side scan sonar datasets based
on the proposed YOLO V3 + SPP with online datasets preprocessing method shows that
the mAP is 98% for the sunken ship, 91% for the fish flock, 96% for seafloor topography; the
Precision is 89% for the sunken ship, 98% for the fish flock, 82% for seafloor topography;
the Recall is 88% for the sunken ship, 77% for the fish flock, 84% for seafloor topography. In
Figure 15, it shows some example target detection results of the proposed YOLO V3 + SPP
with online datasets preprocessing (ODP) method for the three sets of side scan sonar
datasets including Sunken Ship, Fish Flock and Seafloor Topography.

Table 4. The evaluation indicators for three kinds of side scan sonar datasets based on the YOLO
V3 + SPP with online datasets preprocessing method.

Target Classes mAP Precision Recall

All 0.95 0.9 0.83
Sunken ship 0.98 0.89 0.88

Fish flock 0.91 0.98 0.77
Seafloor topography 0.96 0.82 0.84
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To test the efficiency of the ODP + YOLO V3 + SPP method proposed in this paper
with the above four traditional classical neural networks and four improved algorithms
(a total of eight algorithms) after adding SPP respectively. Considering the length of the
paper and other issues, this paper will compare the efficiency of the ODP + YOLO V3 + SPP
method proposed in this paper with the fastest method among the 8 traditional classical
neural networks (Google + SPP). The overall detection time of all images and the average
detection time of each image in the validation set were used to evaluate the efficiency of the
method. The overall detection time for all images is the median of the overall detection time
for all images in the validation set. The average detection time of each image is obtained by
dividing the total detection time of all images in the validation set by the total number of
images to obtain the median of the results.

In Table 5, we compare the total detection time of all images and the average detection
time of each image in the traditional classical algorithm, the Google + SPP method with the
shortest time and the highest efficiency, the Proposed ODP + YOLO V3 + SPP is used for
comparison with The Proposed ODP + YOLO V3 + SPP. As mentioned in the 3.1 Datasets
section, there are three types of validation sets for the entire dataset, namely sunken ship,
fish flock and seafloor topography. The number of images in each type of validation set is
75, and the total number of images in the three types of validation set is 225. We then carry
on the experimental result analysis according to this.

Table 5. Comparing the average detection time between the original classic Google + SPP and the
proposed ODP + YOLO V3 + SPP in the seconds for each image.

Methods The Overall Detection Time for All
Images

The Average Detection Time for Each
Image

Google + SPP 218.25 0.97
The Proposed ODP + YOLO V3 + SPP 128.25 0.57

According to Table 5, on the NVIDIA-SMI 470.82.00, the average detection time for
each image with the Google + SPP method was 0.97 s and the overall detection time for all
images was 218.25 s. The average detection time of The Proposed ODP + YOLO V3 + SPP
for each image was 0.57 s and the overall detection time for all images was 128.25 s. Our
method proposed ODP + YOLO V3 + SPP method is faster than the Google + SPP method.
The efficiency for all datasets by The Proposed ODP + YOLO V3 + SPP method is improved
by 41%. Therefore, The Proposed ODP + YOLO V3 + SPP method in this paper shows the
best detection efficiency.

From the above experimental results, our method an improved neural network with
the spatial pyramid pooling and online dataset preprocessing based on the YOLO V3
shows good performance in improving detection accuracy and improving detection speed.
Compared with Google+SPP group, which is the best detection efficient model in the
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several classic networks (Table 2), the proposed ODP+YOLO V3+SPP model’s detection
efficiency has increased by 41% (Table 5). Compared with the original YOLO V3 model, the
proposed ODP+YOLO V3+SPP underwater target detection algorithm model has improved
detection performance through the mAP qualitative evaluation index has increased by 6%,
the Precision qualitative evaluation index has increased by 13%, and the detection efficiency
has increased by 9.34% (Table 3). Our approach shows the best detection performance, and
it is conducive to improvement in the detection of typical side scan sonar datasets.

3.5. Discussion

The method proposed in this paper combines the spatial pyramid pooling algorithm
and the online datasets preprocessing based on the dataLoader platform to improve the
detection performance (e.g., detection accuracy and efficiency) of the side scan sonar images.
After conducting a comparison of the proposed approach in the experiments, the results
show our approach yielded higher detection performance without adopting the Spatial
Pyramid Pooling Method, without adopting the Online Dataset Preprocessing Method.

The results prove in the process of target detection, the detection evaluation indicators
of the same network with the spatial pyramid pooling compared with that of the original
network show better performance. It has a certain stability, which verifies that the pools
of different sizes of the spatial pyramid pooling algorithm can make the fixed size of the
output feature vector helps to improve the detection accuracy of sonar images. For example,
compared with the AlexNet Group, the AlexNet + SPP Group has less time used and higher
accuracy, etc. Spatial pyramid pooling better preserves more feature information of images,
which is beneficial to improve detection accuracy and efficiency.

This result shows the performances of YOLO group comparisons on detection. We
can find that YOLO V3 with adding spatial pyramid pooling has better performance than
YOLO V3 without adding spatial pyramid pooling. The detection accuracy of the YOLO
V3 network can be improved by using spatial pyramid pooling. Besides, online datasets
preprocessing YOLO V3 with adding spatial pyramid pooling has the best performance in
the three groups, which demonstrates the good performance of YOLO models in the design
of experiments, especially which includes spatial pyramid pooling and online datasets
preprocessing, showing better performance than other network methods in the paper.

The method we proposed can better realize the balance of improving accuracy and
efficiency than other comparison methods in the paper, which is an improved neural
network with spatial pyramid pooling and online dataset preprocessing based on the
YOLO V3 method for typical underwater target detection.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose an improved neural network with spatial pyramid pooling
and online dataset preprocessing based on the YOLO V3 method for underwater target
detection, realizing the balance of improving accuracy and efficiency. The algorithm
proposed in this paper delivers high detection accuracy, but more importantly, it can
achieve an optimal balance between improved detection accuracy and improved detection
speed when tackling underwater targets. Compared with the original YOLO V3 model, the
proposed ODP+YOLO V3+SPP underwater target detection algorithm model has improved
detection performance through the mAP qualitative evaluation index has increased by 6%,
the Precision qualitative evaluation index has increased by 13%, and the detection efficiency
has increased by 9.34%.

The spatial pyramid pooling algorithm was added to improve sonar image detection
to break the limitations of the input image size. The limited size of input data is a common
problem; therefore, the overall quality of input data may be lacking. The traditional
methods to solve this problem often result in missing information, and furthermore, simple
data processing methods often cause information uncertainty. In this research, we adopted
methods that improved the integrity of the information and thus increased the accuracy
of the classification model. YOLO V3 with spatial pyramid pooling. As compared with
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other tested models, this approach uses a more streamlined structure that enhances feature
extraction and reduces vanishing gradients by incorporating a spatial pyramid structure.
Results show that the application of spatial pyramid pooling can improve the accuracy
of side scan sonar image based target detection. Using online dataset preprocessing with
random flips improved detection performance. Lots of experiments are needed to find
the optimal convolution kernel parameters to reduce the dependence on neural network
parameters and data volume.

For the typical target detection based on side scan sonar images, the detection accuracy
of common neural network algorithms was improved over the original algorithms after
adding spatial pyramid pooling. Therefore, (1) the detection accuracy of typical target
detection based on side scan sonar image can be notably improved by using spatial pyramid
pooling as proposed in this paper; (2) in this paper, online dataset preprocessing flip helps
improve underwater target detection accuracy based on side scan sonar images.

In the future, our research will further focus on the deep learning based feature
extraction methods, and more effective methods will be integrated. The proposed model
can be used in the future to improve the accuracy of side scan image classification tasks.
At the same time, our framework will be enhanced with more advanced deep learning
architectures to make further efforts to improve model efficiency.
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